NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK
Deepening our Democracy through Science
28 July – 4 August 2018

Organisation:
Connect with us

MATHS OUR WORLD
Project Leader:
Website:
www.mathsourworld.org
Facebook:
Maths Our World
Twitter:
@mathsour
Phone:
083 464 4004/ 081 011 2278
Email:
info@mathsourworld.org

BERNARD

Province/s: NC

National Science Week events and activities:
DATE & TIME

30/07/2018
To
04/08/2018
11h30- 16h00

VENUE &
LOCATION

KURUMAN MALL
Physical address
Livingstone street
Kuruman, 8460
Entrance 7 & 8

ACTIVITY
Family Maths
Helping parents become more involved in their
children’s maths education
It has been proven that family involvement in the
education of children has a great deal of benefits. In
this activity, games will be used to discuss various
mathematical concepts. Get the chance to see how
maths is expressed in various daily activities like
waking up in the morning, going to school, and
going to the grocery store, counting money, and
telling time.

BOOKINGS
REQUIRED?

AUDIENCE

CONTACT DETAILS

Parents of primary schoolaged children

No
Bernard
083 464 4004
The event is
bernard@mathsourworld.org
open to
everyone

Primary-school aged
children

30/07/2018

A B KOLWANE
PRIMARY

DENSITY DEMONSTRATION TO LEARNERS
Science lessons don’t have to be boring

A B KOLWANE PRIMARY
SCHOOL LEARNERS

JOSELINE
081 793 1750

THIS IS NOT A PUBLIC
EVENT

joseline@mathsourworld.org

08h00-11h00
With a couple of eggs and a little salt you can teach
your child all about the concept of density. Science
is everywhere and the ingredients for illustrating
important scientific concepts are right in the
kitchen for the learners every day.

No.
This event is
invite-only

INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org

MATHEMATICS GAMES
Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org

Lack of maths skills can have very negative effects
on people, they can get robbed, get taken
advantage of or make wrong decision and what can
be considered silly mistakes. Basic mathematical
concepts can therefore improve one’s quality of
life. These concepts will empower them to be able
to be independent, make informed decision about
different things, plan better, save better and live a
better life.
31/08/2018

WRENCHVILLE
PRIMARY

DENSITY DEMONSTRATION TO LEARNERS
Science lessons don’t have to be boring

Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

WRENCHVILLE PRIMARY
SCHOOL LEARNERS

JOSELINE
081 793 1750

THIS IS NOT A PUBLIC
EVENT

joseline@mathsourworld.org

08H00-11H00
With a couple of eggs and a little salt you can teach
your child all about the concept of density. Science
is everywhere and the ingredients for illustrating
important scientific concepts are right in the
kitchen for the learners every day.

INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org

No.
This event is
invite-only

MATHEMATICS GAMES

Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org

Lack of maths skills can have very negative effects
on people, they can get robbed, get taken
advantage of or make wrong decision and what can
be considered silly mistakes. Basic mathematical
concepts can therefore improve one’s quality of
life. These concepts will empower them to be able
to be independent, make informed decision about
different things, plan better, save better and live a
better life.
01/08/2018
08H00-11H00

BANKHARA
BODULONG
PRIMARY

DENSITY DEMONSTRATION TO LEARNERS
Science lessons don’t have to be boring
With a couple of eggs and a little salt you can teach
your child all about the concept of density. Science
is everywhere and the ingredients for illustrating
important scientific concepts are right in the
kitchen for the learners every day.

MATHEMATICS GAMES
Lack of maths skills can have very negative effects
on people, they can get robbed, get taken
advantage of or make wrong decision and what can
be considered silly mistakes. Basic mathematical
concepts can therefore improve one’s quality of
life. These concepts will empower them to be able
to be independent, make informed decision about
different things, plan better, save better and live a
better life.

Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

BANKHARA BODULONG
PRIMARY LEARNERS
THIS IS NOT A PUBLIC
EVENT

JOSELINE
081 793 1750
joseline@mathsourworld.org
INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org

Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org

Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

No.
This event is
invite-only

02/08/2018

IKETLELETSO MIDDLE
SCHOOL

DENSITY DEMONSTRATION TO LEARNERS
Science lessons don’t have to be boring

IKETLELETSO MIDDLE
SCHOOL LEARNERS

JOSELINE
081 793 1750

THIS IS NOT A PUBLIC
EVENT

joseline@mathsourworld.org

08h00- 11h00
With a couple of eggs and a little salt you can teach
your child all about the concept of density. Science
is everywhere and the ingredients for illustrating
important scientific concepts are right in the
kitchen for the learners every day.

INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org
Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org

MATHEMATICS GAMES
Lack of maths skills can have very negative effects
on people, they can get robbed, get taken
advantage of or make wrong decision and what can
be considered silly mistakes. Basic mathematical
concepts can therefore improve one’s quality of
life. These concepts will empower them to be able
to be independent, make informed decision about
different things, plan better, save better and live a
better life.
03/08/2018

BAITIREDI HIGH
SCHOOL

DENSITY DEMONSTRATION TO LEARNERS
Science lessons don’t have to be boring

Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

BAITIREDI HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNERS

JOSELINE
081 793 1750

THIS IS NOT A PUBLIC
EVENT

joseline@mathsourworld.org

08H00-11H00
With a couple of eggs and a little salt you can teach
your child all about the concept of density. Science
is everywhere and the ingredients for illustrating
important scientific concepts are right in the
kitchen for the learners every day.

INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org
Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org

No.
This event is
invite-only

MATHEMATICS GAMES
Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

Lack of maths skills can have very negative effects
on people, they can get robbed, get taken
advantage of or make wrong decision and what can
be considered silly mistakes. Basic mathematical
concepts can therefore improve one’s quality of
life. These concepts will empower them to be able
to be independent, make informed decision about
different things, plan better, save better and live a
better life.
02/08/2018
10H00-15H00

BANKHARA
BODULONG
PRIMARY

WOMENS DAY ACTIVITIES

WATER CARRY-Prior to starting, fill ten paper
cups of water, and place five cups on the floor
at one end of the room and the other five cups
on the opposite side of the room. As much as
possible, the distance between the two ends
should be 20 feet. Give each team a tray and
explain the challenge is to retrieve all cups
without spilling any water
CIRCLE OF SILENCE- one person is chosen to
stand in the middle of the circle wearing just a
blind fold. The objective of the challenge is for
the rest of the group to pass a selected object
(such as a tin with marbles in) around the
group without making any noise. The object
must be passed from one person to the next as
quietly as possible.

200 WOMEN WILL BE
INVITED FOR THIS EVENT

JOSELINE
081 793 1750
joseline@mathsourworld.org
INGRID
061 498 6689
ingrid@mathsourworld.org
Keabetswe
082 733 8615
keabetswe@mathsourworld.org
Bernard
083 464 4004
bernard@mathsourworld.org

No.
This event is
invite-only

BIRTHDAY LINE UP- TEAM Participants must
fall in line side by side. Ask them to rearrange
their line in order of their birthdays (month and
day only). The challenge is for the group
members to not talk at all. They can resort to
using sign language and other techniques to
determine each other’s birthday

